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LOOKING BACK, MOVING FORWARD
By Joe Marschall, Coordinator

Looking back …
The Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium enjoyed a busy and exciting year in 2017. Whenever it is
time to hang a new calendar, it is natural to reflect on the previous year’s accomplishments, and of equal (more?)
importance, to look to the future. We utilize this as an opportunity to take a close-up and broad assessment of
our annual accomplishments, in terms of science-sharing opportunities (field tours, workshops, conferences),
new and existing partnerships, and how we can build upon our successes to reach further and deeper toward
meeting our mission of fire-science delivery. Examples of the metrics we explore include: number and location of
events, website traffic (and what resources are most frequently accessed), email list growth (who/where), postevent evaluations, statistics related to our email announcements (number of opens, viewings, shares) and social
media posts (number of likes, shares, and people reached). Additionally, we track which areas of our eight-state
region have been engaged, those that have been underserved, which relevant fire-science topics have been
emphasized, and what sectors of our potential audience have been hit or missed.
To date, our review of these metrics suggests that we are meeting our program objectives reasonably well,
particularly in terms of meeting the needs of professional land managers. For this group, we have increased the
accessibility of credible fire-science information to support their fire management decisions. This review also
indicates that we have room to grow, especially in terms of important groups not yet served such as private
landowners, members of the general public, and school-age groups (i.e., K-12 schools).

… moving forward
To this end, in 2018 we plan to take new strides toward meeting the fire-science needs of underserved groups.
We believe that partnerships forged thus far with regional public land management agencies (and managers) will
allow us to dedicate additional time and resources in this new direction. As one example, this spring we are
...Cont’d on Page 4

Our Mission:
To provide fire science to
resource managers, landowners, and the public about
the use, application and effects of fire within
the region

 Visit oakfirescience.com
 Find us on Facebook

‘Train the teacher’ workshops, part of the Fire Ecology Research Station for Teaching (FERST) program at Tulsa-area
Jenks High School, aim to encourage science learning through fire ecology exercises. (Photo: Denise Henderson Vaughn)

 Follow us on Twitter
 Watch us on Vimeo
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHT:

Pryic-carnivory:
Raptor use of prescribed fires
Torre J. Hovick, Devan A. McGranahan, R. Dwayne Elmore, John R. Weir, Samuel D. Fuhlendorf
Ecology and Evolution, 2017;00:1-7

I

n this study, researchers examined how raptors
responded to prescribed fires in the Great
Plains ecoregion of the central United States.



Most existing fire/bird research has focused on how
fire impacts resident avian species during the breeding
season or when overwintering, but little research has
been conducted on how transient species respond to
fire, especially during the fire event. Previous research
suggests that raptors may be attracted to fires because

Management Implications
Raptors were attracted to prescribed fires and were observed seeking small
mammal and insect prey that had been flushed out, injured, or killed
during the burn.



Prescribed fire has a complex effect on the food web that varies spatially and
temporally across trophic levels and taxa.

burning vegetation injures or exposes small animals,
making them vulnerable to predation. Study authors
quantified and documented this phenomenon, which
had not previously been formally described, calling it
“pyric-carnivory.”
The study occurred at two locations in Oklahoma,
USA: The Nature Conservancy Tallgrass Prairie
Preserve in Osage County, and the Oklahoma State
University Cross Timbers Experimental Range in
Payne County. More than 200 species of tallgrass
prairie plants occur at the two sites; the latter site also
supports patches of oak-dominated woodlands. Plant
species most abundant are big bluestem (Andropogon

Male collared .

gerardii), little bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparium), switch
grass (Panicum virgatum), and Indian grass (Soghastrum
nutans). Cattle graze both sites, and bison graze The
Nature Conservancy’s site. Since the 1990s, prescribed
fires have annually burned about one-third of the
landscape in both locations, using a management
framework known as patch-burn grazing. About 80
percent of these fires have occurred between
November and March. The remaining fires typically
take place from late July to early September.
To quantify the use of fire by raptors, paired counts
were conducted immediately before and during 25
prescribed fires during 2013 and 2014. The fires were
ignited in spring and late summer, during times of
raptor migration. On the day of each of fire, two

Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swansoni) foraging in a recently burned area at the Tallgrass Prairie Preserve,
Pawhuska, OK, USA. (Photo: Torre Hovick)

trained observers were stationed in widely separated
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restoring fire regimes that Swainson’s hawks and other migrating species

locations with good visibility along the edges of burn areas. All raptors,
both perched and flying within the burn units, were systematically counted
prior to and during the fire. Standard wildlife point-count methods were

would have historically encountered while traveling to their breeding
grounds.
This study provides some of the first evidence showing wildlife response

used to reduce bias and to avoid counting birds twice.

to the actual burning process. Raptors using pyric-carnivory to supplement
their diet during migration is one example of how fire can influence food

Over the course of the 25 fires, the average number of raptors observed
was nearly seven times greater during prescribed fires as compared to

webs at all levels. Additionally, this research provides greater understanding
of the complexity of fire ecology, demonstrating that meaningful,

immediately before ignition. For all fires, a total of 528 raptors,
representing nine species, were detected. Of those, 74 were counted prior

measurable events take place during a fire, and that the entire spectrum of
the fire process is important.

to fires, and 454 were counted during fires. The
majority of raptors were Swainson’s hawks (n=346).
Red-tailed hawks and Mississippi kites were also
observed in higher numbers during fires than
before.
This study clearly documented that certain raptor
species are attracted to active fires. Researchers
suggest that Swainson’s hawks, known to migrate
150 kilometers per day, likely respond to the visual
cue of smoke plumes. Researchers observed raptors
eating small mammals and reptiles that had been
injured, exposed, or killed by the spring fires.
During late summer fires, migrating Mississippi kites
were seen foraging on “clouds” of insects disrupted
during summer fires (see video link below).
Migration is inherently challenging for bird
populations, and a lack of available food en route
can negatively impact their reproductive success and
survival. Some raptor species appear to have
developed an ability to detect fire foraging
opportunities along their migration routes. Even
though the fires took place at different locations each
year, raptors responded consistently. Land managers
could consider the conservation implications of

Species’ detections immediately preceding and during 25 prescribed fires in Oklahoma, USA (2013-2014)

FOR FURTHER READING
Reinking, D. L. (2005). Fire regimes and avian responses in the central tallgrass prairie. Studies in
Avian Biology, 30, 116–126.
Hovick, T. J., Carroll, J. M., Elmore, R. D., Davis, C. A., & Fuhlendorf, S. D. (2017). Restoring
fire to grasslands is critical for migrating shorebird populations. Ecological Applications: 27, 1805–
1814.
Hovick, T. J., Elmore, R. D., Fuhlendorf, S. D., Engle, D. M., & Hamilton, R. G. (2015).
Spatial heterogeneity increases diversity and stability in grassland bird communities. Ecological
Applications, 25, 662–672.

To supplement this brief, lead author Torre Hovick has shared a video of Mississippi kites
converging upon a summertime prescribed fire. Click here to view.
American kestrels were observed before and during
prescribed fires. (Photo: Torre Hovick)
Download this research brief
HERE
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LOOKING BACK, MOVING FORWARD, cont. from page 1:
partnering with the National Wild Turkey Federation, The Nature
Conservancy, Missouri Department of Conservation, Mark Twain National
Forest, and Missouri Department of Natural Resources to host a series of fire
ecology workshops and field tours tailored to private landowners in the
Missouri Ozarks (more information HERE). This is just the start. We plan to
continue this private landowner workshop series in the future and to co-host
similar workshops in other parts of our region (hit us up on this if interested!). We will also be partnering with educational programs such as the Fire
Ecology Research Station for Teaching (FERST) program led by Tulsa, OK,
area high school science teacher, Bryan Yockers. This program uses fire

ecology as a ‘hook’ for science learning (get the details in our July 2017
Newsletter). We hope to support the growth of such programs elsewhere (hit
him/us up if interested!). Lastly, we have been encouraged by the increased
growth and organization of prescribed burn associations in our region (see
these examples in Illinois and Oklahoma), and are eager to meaningfully
engage with these groups to learn how we can best serve their fire-science
needs.
We hope to see and work with you in 2018!

Above left: In 2017 the Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium, with partners, produced this fire-science interpretive sign for the Bridgestone/Firestone Prescribed Fire
Demonstration Area in Tennessee (see full size image of the sign HERE).
Above right: A field tour held in March 2017 at the Hitz-Rhodehamel Preserve (The Nature Conservancy, Indiana chapter) which focused on prescribed fire effects on oak and
hickory regeneration and timber quality, helps to meet the fire science needs of regional land managers and private landowners, and to develop partnerships across agency and
state boundaries.

Prescribed Burning Equipment
A new video series from the Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Office
Nine video chapters cover equipment from radios, leaf blowers, sprayers, clothing,
hand tools, burn trailers and weather instruments. The videos are suitable for any
part of the country or any skill level.
A companion fact sheet on prescribed burning equipment is available HERE

To view videos, CLICK HERE
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HEADS UP!
Watch our 2017 Fall Fire Science Webinar Series online
Dr. Heather Alexander, Mississippi State University. Mesophication of Eastern Oak Forests:
Vulnerability and Resilience with the Loss of Fire Disturbances.
October 10, 2017 — CLICK HERE to watch
Dr. Matthew Dickinson, USDA Forest Service, Northern Research Station. How trees are
injured in fires – new approaches and applications.
October 24, 2017 — CLICK HERE to watch
Dr. Callie Jo Schweitzer, USDA Forest Service, Southern Research Station. Stand Dynamics
during Transition from Pine Plantations to Mixedwoods using Thinning and Prescribed Burning
Prescriptions.
November 14, 2017 — CLICK HERE to watch
Dr. Dwayne Elmore, Oklahoma State University. Bobwhite quail and fire.
December 12, 2017 — CLICK HERE to watch

Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop Series
The Oak Woodlands and Forests Fire Consortium and partners will be hosting three fire ecology workshops for
interested landowners and the public, featuring in-the-field discussions plus indoor presentations.

DATES AND LOCATIONS
 Twin Pines Conservation Education Center, Winona, MO. May
12, 2018, 10 a.m.—2:30 p.m.
Field tour: Chilton Creek Research and Demonstration Area

 Roaring River State Park,
Cassville, MO. May 19, 2018
10 a.m.—2:30 p.m.
Field Tour: Roaring River State
Park

 Mineral Area College,
Farmington, MO. June 2, 2018
10 a.m.—2:30 p.m.
Field tour: St. Joe State Park

More information HERE
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Marais des Cygnes and La Cygne State Wildlife Areas
FIRE SCIENCE
HOT SPOTS

In this feature, we bring into
focus fire science on-the-ground
in the region’s oak woodlands

These wildlife areas are located in the Forest-Prairie Transition ecoregion within the Wooded Osage Plain physiographic region of Kansas. The areas are managed by the Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks, and Tourism (KDWPT), an agency responsible for maintaining habitat for multiple game species. In the summer of 2015, a woodland restoration experiment was
undertaken by the University of Missouri in partnership with the KDWPT and U.S. Forest
Service. The objective of the experiment, which also serves as a demonstration area, is to assess the effects of various
woodland restoration management practices on vegetation, structure, and fuels. Overstory trees primarily consist of
chinkapin oak, post oak, and hickories, many of which express architectures of being historically open grown. At the
beginning of the experiment canopies were closed and tree species showed conversion towards greater dominance of
sugar maple and other more mesic and fire-intolerant species. Six treatments were tested to determine their effects
on restoring open woodland structures and promoting the abundance and competitiveness of oak species and increased herbaceous diversity and ground cover. The six treatments tested were: control, burn only, thin to 60 ft 2/ac
basal area (BA), thin to 30 ft2/ac BA, thin to 60 ft2/ac BA & burn, and thin to 30 ft2/ac BA & burn. All treatments
were replicated on three different areas. Treatments were applied in the dormant season of 2015/2016 and remeasurements occurred in the summer of 2016. Establishment conditions and first-year post treatment results were published in a M.S. thesis by Mary Short (read it HERE). The study is intended to continue long-term, with burn treatments receiving continued prescribed fires.

2015

2016

Photo: Dan Dey

2017

The oak woodland restoration experiment is replicated in three different
areas, each comprised of about 35 acres. Within each area, the six treatments were randomly implemented. Basal area reductions occurred
through cutting, girdling, and chemical treatments of undesired stems. To
date, only a single, dormant season prescribed fire has occurred in the
burn treatments. Above, the 2015 photo shows pre-treatment conditions.
The 2016 photo shows the first year post-treatment conditions following
cutting, girdling, and chemical treatment to a residual basal area of 30 ft 2
per acre and one fire. Mortality for many of the overstory trees was delayed.

Moving fire forward...

Consequently, light penetration through the canopy and ground layer
vegetation response continues to increase in the following year. This can
be seen in the 2017 photograph depicting the second growing season conditions after initial treatments. In the spring of 2017, the Oak Woodlands
& Forests Fire Consortium and KDWPT co-hosted a workshop for professionals and the public to view and discuss the treatments (lower left). Click
on each photo for full-size images and to download. Photo credits: lower
left, Jacob Coulter (KDWPT), all others: Mary Short. For more information contact Mike Stambaugh (stambaughm@missouri.edu).
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SPOTLIGHT
In an effort to introduce you to new people and information from the
region, we interview fire practitioners and researchers about timely topics. In
this issue, we asked these questions of Dr. Jennifer Fraterrigo at the
University of Illinios.

What are some of the greatest fire research needs
for Illinois?
JF: We need to develop a better understanding of the tradeoffs associated
with prescribed fire. Managing forests with fire can yield tremendous
benefits in terms of increasing biodiversity and maintaining ecologically and
economically important tree species. However, fire can also have less
desirable consequences, including promoting invasive grasses and reducing
soil fertility over time. In Illinois, more research is needed to fully appreciate
the magnitude of these different fire effects. Once we have sufficient
information to weigh the tradeoffs, we can begin designing landscape-scale
management plans that apply fire in ways that optimize the services provided
by forests.

Volume 7, Issue 1
January, 2018

Dr. Jennifer Fraterrigo
is an Associate Professor of
Landscape and Ecosystem
Ecology in the Department
of Natural Resources and
Environmental Sciences at
the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. Her
research program focuses
on understanding the
drivers and consequences
of vegetation change at
multiple spatial scales, with
the goal of supporting
decision-making that enhances ecosystem resilience. She is currently
working with scientists and land managers in southern Illinois and
western North Carolina on issues related to fire-based management,
plant invasions, and tree mortality from insect outbreaks.

What is your biggest concern when deciding to use
fire to manage oak woodlands and forests?
JF: In the coming decades, many forests within the geographic region encompassed by the OWFFC will be subjected to different temperature and
moisture regimes as a result of climate change. In southern Illinois, for example, temperatures are expected to increase and precipitation is expected to
become more variable. This could lead to more frequent and potentially longer drought events. How will fire affect forest regeneration and other critical
demographic processes under these conditions? We don’t have a good answer to that question yet and that concerns me. We need to think about how
these types of interactions will affect future forest structure and composition, with a focus on managing forests to mitigate the adverse effects of climate
change.

In your opinion what is the greatest advantage to using prescribed fire when managing oak woodlands and
forests?
JF: I think using prescribed fire can be a means to engage private landowners in forest restoration and stewardship. In Illinois, 82% of forests are privately
owned. Prescribed fire provides an effective, accessible, and exciting tool that these landowners can use to manage their forests. With the support of state
and federal agencies, I think there is a lot of potential to build effective partnerships between private owners and land managers around fire-based
management programs.

6th Fire in Eastern Oak Forests Conference
State College, Pennsylvania
Summer 2019, dates TBA
Partners: Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium  Consortium of Appalachian Fire
Managers and Scientists  Pennsylvania Prescribed Fire Council
More information coming soon!

Moving fire forward...
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UPCOMING EVENTS

GREAT PLAINS PRESCRIBED FIRE SUMMIT
October 1-3, 2018, Ardmore, OK
The second biennial summit will include plenary and concurrent sessions,
covering topics from prescribed fire basics to the latest fire science, along
with a field tour. Practitioners of all levels are encouraged to attend.
Contacts: Brian Hays, Natural Resources Institute, bhays@ag.tamu.edu
Russell Stevens, Noble Research Institute, rlstevens@noble.org

See our Upcoming Events at oakfirescience.com for a full event schedule

February 6-7, 2018: 2018 Illinois Prescribed Fire Council Winter Symposium
Makanda, IL, for more information, CLICK HERE

February 7, 2018: Webinar: A Decade of Interagency Fire Effects Monitoring
Heart of the Appalachians FLN, for more information, CLICK HERE

February 27 — March 1, 2018: Wildland Urban Interface 2018
Reno, NV, for more information, CLICK HERE

March 26-29, 2018: National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy Workshop
Reno, NV, for more information, CLICK HERE

May 12, 2018: Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop
Twin Pines Conservation Education Center, Winona, MO , CLICK HERE

May 19, 2018: Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop
Roaring River State Park, Cassville, MO, for more information, CLICK HERE

May 21-24, 2018: The Fire Continuum Conference: Preparing for the Future of Wildland Fire
Missoula, MT, for more information, CLICK HERE

June 2, 2018: Landowner Fire Ecology Workshop
Mineral Area College, Farmington, MO, for more information, CLICK HERE

October 1-3, 2018: Great Plains Prescribed Fire Summit
Ardmore, OK, for more information, CLICK HERE

October 10, 2018: Fire/Forest Management Workshop at Bernheim Forest
Bernheim Arboretum and Research Forest, Clermont, KY, more information coming soon

October 23-25, 2018: Natural Areas Conference
Bloomington, IN, for more information, CLICK HERE

Please contribute your event announcements. Send information to: oakfirescience@gmail.com
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